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Microservice
Architecture



Story Time
Worst history lesson…ever



Monolith

About the time of SOAP



Monolith ≠
Legacy



Looks Like





Can Look



Apache
CouchDB

https://github.com/apache?utf8=%E2%9C%93&query=couchdb


Allocation
Monolith

One code to rule them all



Runtime
Monolith



Service Orient
Architecture



SOA ≅
Microservice



What is SOA?



SOA
Concepts

1. Consumer Interface Layer
2. Business Process Layer
3. Services
4. Service Components
5. Operational Systems







Microservices



And the
difference?



The
advantage





Opinion Time
Definitely not facts…don't quote me



Why it's
grown…



Best example
I have







Yes, we kept
the axe



Did this by…



Some Repo's





The Bad Side













You can
avoid this
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